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• Хим. состав протопланетных дисков ⇒ связь с 

атмосферным составом экзопланет 

•МЗС & кометы: видны SO, SO2, OCS, CS, CCS, H2CS, H2S, Sn, ... 

• Чувствительны к наличию истечений, ударных волн, 

высокоэнергетического излучения   

•Диски Class I/II: видны лишь CS, H2CS, H2S, rarely SO and SO2 

• >99% S находится в твердом виде (в пыли)

Основные мотивы исследования

Dutrey+11; Pacheco-Vázquez+16; Phuong+18; Semenov+18; Teague+18; Kama+19; Le Gal+19; Codella+20

TW Hya CS HL Tau H2CSLkCa 15    13CS LkCa 15    34CS GG Tau A  H2S

Teague+18 Le Gal+19 Codella+20 Phuong+18



Наблюдения диска DM Tau с ALMA

• DM Tau: звезда M0.5, массивный, большой диск 

• Радиус ~ 800 а.е. (12CO),  i ~35o  

•Данные: разрешение 0.5", 0.3 км/с, 1σ rms ~ 5 mJy/beam 

• Видно линию CS 3-2 

• Возможно, видно линию SO2 3(2,2)-3(1,3)? 

•Не видно линий SO, OCS, H2S, CCS

D. Semenov et al.: Chemistry in Disks. XI

Fig. 2. The ALMA Band 4 spectral map showing CS (3-2) in the DM Tau disk. The channel spacing is
0.3 km s−1. The first contour and the level step are at 3 σ rms.
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Fig. 3. The pixel deprojected and azimuthally averaged ALMA Band 4 spectra showing CS (3-2), CCS
(N=12-11, J=13-12), OCS (12-11), SO (3Σ v=0, 34 − 23), SO2 (v=0, 42,2 − 41,3), and SO2 (v=0, 32,2 − 31,3)
spectral windows in DM Tau.

with collisional and radiative processes and background radiation. Optical depth effects are ac-

counted for with an escape probability method. The molecular data were taken from the Leiden

Atomic and Molecular Database (LAMDA)3, see Schöier et al. (2005).

Using this method based on Fedele et al. (2012) and Fedele et al. (2013), we varied excitation

temperature, volume density, and column density and minimized computed χ2 values between the

observed and modeled CS line fluxes. The upper limits of the column densities of the other non-

detected sulfur-bearing species were derived in a similar manner, using the observed 3σ rms as

3 http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/ moldata/
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Fig. 3. The pixel deprojected and azimuthally averaged ALMA Band 4 spectra showing CS (3-2), CCS
(N=12-11, J=13-12), OCS (12-11), SO (3Σ v=0, 34 − 23), SO2 (v=0, 42,2 − 41,3), and SO2 (v=0, 32,2 − 31,3)
spectral windows in DM Tau.
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counted for with an escape probability method. The molecular data were taken from the Leiden
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Using this method based on Fedele et al. (2012) and Fedele et al. (2013), we varied excitation

temperature, volume density, and column density and minimized computed χ2 values between the
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Моделирование ALMA данных: лучевые 
концентрации N(X)

RADEX DiskFit
CS   1.5–3 x 1012 cm-2 6±3 x 1012 cm-2  

SO            <2 1012 cm-2       <4 1012 cm-2 

SO2            <3 1013 cm-2          <1013 cm-2

H2S               <1014 cm-2       <3 1013 cm-2 

OCS               <1014 cm-2       <8 1011 cm-2 

CCS –          <1014 cm-2

RADEX: 0D, N(X) усредненные по диску

DiskFit: 1D, N(Х) как функция радиуса

•N(X) были промоделированы с хим. моделью DM Tau диска

•Варьируемые параметры: LX, UV, CRP, размер пыли, обилие S, C/O, etc.



•Модель (бары) vs наблюдения (стрелки и +) 

•Модель #1:   C/O = 1,      L(X) = 1030 erg/s 

•Модель #2:   C/O = 0.46,  L(X) = 1029 erg/s 

•Обе модели показывают разумное согласие с данными

Две модели с наилучшим согласием с 
наблюдениями ALMAD. Semenov et al.: Chemistry in Disks. XI
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Fig. 14. As Fig. 7 but for the elemental C/O ratios. Cross indicates the CS column density and the arrows
indicate the upper limits of the observed column densities for other S-bearing molecules. (Left to right) Three
elemental C/O ratios are modeled: (1) the solar C/O ratio of 0.46, (2) the C/O ratio of 1.001, and (3) the C/O
ratio of 1.2.

the IS UV field is χUV = 100χ0 compared to the standard χUV = 1χ0 case. In contrast, CS, H2CS,

and CCS are produced mainly in the gas phase and hence their abundances are not that sensitive to

the mild changes of the UV radiation intensity. Consequently, by increasing the amount of the UV

radiation penetrating into the DM Tau molecular layer, the resulting CS/SO ratios can only become

lower, from ≈ 0.026 for the χUV = 1χ0 model to ≈ 0.004 for the χUV = 100χ0 model.

7.8. Impact of C/O ratios

One of the most important parameters shaping the entire disk chemistry is the total elemental C/O

ratio as well as the degree of carbon and oxygen depletion. As soon as the C/O ratio switches from

< 1 to > 1, the abundances of many oxygen-bearing species drop substantially, as the majority

of elemental O becomes locked in CO. In contrast, the concentrations of carbon-bearing species

increase due to the availability of elemental C that is not bound in CO. This makes the CS/SO and

CS/SO2 ratios extremely sensitive to the local disk C/O ratio, see Fig. 14.

The column densities of SO and SO2 in our DM Tau model drop by factors of ∼ 100 and 500,

respectively, when C/O ratio changes from 0.46 to 1.2. Contrary, the column densities of CS, CCS,

and H2CS are increased by factors of ∼ 100, 35, 2, respectively. The column densities of H2S do

not change as it contains neither C nor O. The column densities of OCS also do not strongly change

because this molecule has an efficient surface formation route via CO + S, and hence follows the

CO evolution.

As a result, the modeled CS/SO ratio increases from the “standard” low value of ≈ 0.026 (C/O

= 0.46) to the values of 13.2 (C/O = 1.001) and 282.1 (C/O = 1.2). The trends continues with the

increasing C/O ratio, for the C/O = 2 the modeled CS/SO ratio is 497.9. As can be clearly seen in

the Figure 14, the modeled and observed data agree reasonably well (taking modeling uncertainties

of a factor of ∼ 3 − 10 into account).

7.9. Analysis of sulfur chemistry

We used our chemical analysis software to identify the key gas-phase and surface formation and

destruction pathways for CS, SO, SO2, OCS, and H2S at a representative outer disk radius of
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Fig. 14. As Fig. 7 but for the elemental C/O ratios. Cross indicates the CS column density and the arrows
indicate the upper limits of the observed column densities for other S-bearing molecules. (Left to right) Three
elemental C/O ratios are modeled: (1) the solar C/O ratio of 0.46, (2) the C/O ratio of 1.001, and (3) the C/O
ratio of 1.2.
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 7 but for the stellar X-ray luminosities. Cross indicates the CS column density and the arrows
indicate the upper limits of the observed column densities for other S-bearing molecules. (Left to right) Three
cases of the stellar X-ray luminosities are considered: (1) LX = 1031 erg s−1, (2) LX = 1030 erg s−1, and (3)
LX = 1029 erg s−1.

≈ 0.026, ≈ 0.018, and ≈ 0.009 (for the 0.1, 1, and 10µm-sized grains, respectively) to the observed

value of ! 1.

7.5. Impact of stellar X-ray luminosity

The change of the stellar X-ray luminosity affects chemistry differently for CS and SO and other

sulfur species, see Fig. 11. When the adopted LX decreases from 1031 erg s−1 to 1029 erg s−1, the

corresponding CS column densities increase from ≈ 4 × 1011 to 3 × 1012 cm−2. Contrary, the

SO column densities decrease by a factor of 2 from ≈ 1.5 × 1013 to ∼ 8 × 1012 cm−2. The SO

abundances decrease with decreasing X-ray ionization rate because 1) less SO molecules can be

kicked out from dust grain surfaces and 2) because less mount of oxygen can be liberated from

O-bearing ices and from gaseous CO upon destruction by the X-ray-produced He+ ions. The CS,

in contrast, benefits from extra carbon liberated from CO by He+.

Consequently, the modeled CS/SO ratio increases from ≈ 0.026 to 0.43, getting closer to the

observed value of ! 1. The observed CS column density and the SO upper limits derived with

DiskFit are matched with the model with the “standard” S elemental abundance of 9 × 10−8 (Ta-

ble 6.2). In contrast, in order to better match the absolute values of the observed CS column density

and the SO upper limits derived with RADEX, the model with the low stellar X-ray luminosity of

1029 erg s−1 needs an additional downscaling of the initial sulfur elemental abundance by a factor

of 5, to the value of ≈ 2 × 10−8.

This is the first model that fits the data and the observed CS/SO ratio, although the best-fit stel-

lar X-ray luminosity of 1029 erg s−1 seems too low compared to the observed X-ray properties of

DM Tau. Based on the X-ray measurements with Chandra and XMM in the range of 0.3˘10 keV,

the quiescent stellar X-ray luminosity of DM Tau is about 1030 erg s−1 (M. Guedel, private com-

munication), and can temporarily rise during the flares. This value is close to the median value

representative of the X-ray luminosities measured in T Tauri stars, 1029 − 1031 erg s−1 (e.g., Feigel-

son & Montmerle 1999; Telleschi et al. 2007). In the previous chemical studies of the DM Tau disk

comparable values of 2 − 10 × 1029 erg s−1 were used (?Cleeves et al. 2014; Teague et al. 2015;

Bergin et al. 2016; Rab et al. 2017).
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LX = 1029 erg s−1.
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Наблюдения DM Tau диска с NOEMA

• W18BM: разрешение 2"x1",  ∆v = 0.3 km/s, 1σ rms ≈ 3.5 mJy/beam 

• Видно: o-H2S, o-H2CS 

• Не видно: SO2, OCS, CCS

D. Semenov et al.: Deep search for sulfur molecules in DM Tau

Fig. 5. Spectral responses of the NOEMA 2 mm H13CO+ (2-1), DNC (2-1), N2D+ (2-1; with main hyperfine
components), o-H2CS (5(1,5)-4(1,4)), o-H2S (1(1,0)-1(0,1)) and HC3N (⌫ = 0; 17-16) lines in DM Tau.
The spectral responses were calculated using Keplerian masks8 with the VISIBLE package9 operating in the
visibility plane (Loomis et al. 2018). The same cut-o↵ radii of the Keplerian masks were used as for the pixel
deprojected spectra shown in Fig. 4.
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D. Semenov et al.: Deep search for sulfur molecules in DM Tau

Fig. 4. Pixel deprojected and azimuthally averaged NOEMA 2 mm spectra showing H13CO+ (2-1),
DNC (2-1), N2D+ (2-1; with main hyperfine components), o-H2CS (5(1,5)-4(1,4)), o-H2S (1(1,0)-1(0,1)) and
HC3N (⌫ = 0; 17-16) in DM Tau. For deprojection, GoFish package7 operating in the image plane was used
(Teague 2019). The cut-o↵ radius of the Keplerian mask for each line is indicated.
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Fig. 4. Pixel deprojected and azimuthally averaged NOEMA 2 mm spectra showing H13CO+ (2-1),
DNC (2-1), N2D+ (2-1; with main hyperfine components), o-H2CS (5(1,5)-4(1,4)), o-H2S (1(1,0)-1(0,1)) and
HC3N (⌫ = 0; 17-16) in DM Tau. For deprojection, GoFish package7 operating in the image plane was used
(Teague 2019). The cut-o↵ radius of the Keplerian mask for each line is indicated.
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Депроектированный спектр 
("GoFish", R. Teague) 

o-H2CS 5(1,5) – 4(1,4)

o-H2S 1(1,0) – 1(0,1)       



RADEX: o-H2S 1(1,0) – 1(0,1) at 168.7627 GHz

•Наблюдаемая интегральная яркостная температура: 0.17 K км/с 

•N(o-H2S) ~ 1.5 x 1012 см-2 (с ошибкой ~ 3 раз)

n(H2) = 106 cm-3



RADEX: o-H2CS 5(1,5) – 4(1,4) at 169.114 GHz

•Наблюдаемая интегральная яркостная температура:  0.31 K км/с

•N(o-H2CS) ~ 3 x 1012 cм-2 (с ошибкой ~ 3 раз)

n(H2) = 106 cm-3



Моделирования данных NOEMA:  
лучевые концентрации H2S and H2CS 

RADEX Other disks
H2S* ~5 x 1012 cm-2                ≲ 1012 cm-2

H2CS*       ~1013 cm-2 ~3 1012 – 1014 cm-2

SO2          < 1014 cm-2                    –

OCS          < 1014 cm-2                    –

 * Тут предполагается o/p = 3



• DM Tau: рентгеновская светимость ~ 1030 erg/s (M. Guedel) 

•Модель #1:  C/O = 1,     LX = 1030 erg/s  ⇒  все, кроме H2CS 

•Модель #2:  C/O = 0.46, LX = 1030 erg/s  ⇒  все, кроме H2CS и SO 

•Модель с C/O ≈ 1 дает наилучшее согласие!

Модель наилучшего согласия



•Найдены новые молекулы в диске DM Tau с NOEMA: 

o-H2S и o-H2CS 

•Модель наилучшего согласия: C/O ≈ 1 в газе 

• Разногласие между наблюденными и модельными  

луч. концентрациями H2CS:  

– o/p < 3?  

– Нетепловая десорбция H2CS льда с пыли? 

– Неполная (поверхностная) химия в модели?

Заключение


